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2013 Annual CornVention A Huge Success
On February 20, the North Dakota Corn Growers
Association hosted their annual CornVention at the
Fargo Holiday Inn. Once again, the event turned out
to be a huge success and plans are already underway
for making the 2014 CornVention even better.
The day kicked off with a breakfast sponsored by
our Platinum sponsor, Dekalb. Later in the morning,
Brookings, SD, native VJ Smith took the stage and
spoke about leadership. VJ’s ability to tell a story
without powerpoints and props grabbed the audience’s
attention from start to finish. After VJ’s speech, Ron
Nelson from Thurston Genetics spoke to the CornVention crowd about corralling and expanding
the early corn markets. Nelson, a North Dakota State University graduate, helps to facilitate the
crossing of germplasm sources from different breeding organizations throughout the world.
Mid-morning brought Dr. Leon Osborne from the University of North Dakota to the stage. Dr.
Osborne is a professor at UND’s Department of Atmospheric Sciences. His speech was about
what farmers can expect for the upcoming planting and harvesting seasons. With last summer’s
drought affecting the entire Corn Belt, Dr. Osborne provided some relief to farmers in North
Dakota for the upcoming year, but said to be cautious as the rest of the Corn Belt may continue
with dry conditions.
Senator John Hoeven was also able to stop by and address the CornVention crowd. Senator
Hoeven provided an update on the ongoing Farm Bill discussions, recognizing that a good crop
insurance program is his number one priority for North Dakota agriculture.
During lunch, provided by our Platinum sponsor DuPont Pioneer, ND Corn Growers President
Darin Anderson recognized the 2013 scholarship winners. All of these students are hard workers
in the classroom and the ND Corn Growers are excited to help them on their journey to future
successes after high school.
Mary Podoll, North Dakota State Conservationist, took to the stage after lunch and spoke to
the crowd about conservation. Mary provided good insight on what the Natural Resources
Conservation Service is doing to work with farmers and improve soil conditions.
To close out the day, Dave Ripplinger, an Assistant Professor in the Agribusiness and Applied
Economics Department at North Dakota State University addressed the crowd. Dave provided a
Northern Plains Nitrogen update and spoke about bioenergy and research.
The ND Corn Growers would like to thank all who attended our event, and to our corporate
sponsors who, once again, through their support, allowed us to put on another great CornVention.
Mark your calendars for February 19, 2014 for next year’s event!
-PHOTOS ON PAGE 15

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
July 11, 2013
ND Corn Board Meetings
Fargo, ND
July 24, 2013
Corn Classic Golf Tourney; Maple River GC
Mapleton, ND
August 6, 2013
ND Corn FM RedHawks Night
Newman Outdoor Field; Fargo, ND
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Plantability

Moving the Needle - Ethanol, Exports and Livestock
Many thanks to you, our members, for participating in our fall survey for strategic planning
purposes. It was enlightening. A near 40 percent response rate is almost unheard of in the
survey world. Your comments were well taken as we plan for our future.
It became apparent from the surveys that there are three primary areas that you want us to focus
on. The areas that, in your view, will move the needle for corn consumption are Ethanol, Exports
and Livestock. For the past number of years, we have been aware of these areas, but it was
very gratifying to see your reinforcement.
The North Dakota Corn Growers have been fully engaged in efforts promoting usage of
ethanol. Examples are the support of E-85 Racing promotion in the Tri-State area, NASCAR
E-15 American Ethanol sponsorship through the National Corn Growers Association and the
statewide ethanol Flex Fuel or “Blender” Pump program that was passed during the 2009
legislative session. NDCGA has also contracted with the ND Ethanol Producers Association
in a statewide consumer campaign aimed at getting more Flex Fuel Vehicle drivers to the Flex
Fuel Pump infrastructure. The “Run With It” theme has been well received thus far. NDCGA has
also been actively involved in lobbying efforts on Capitol Hill defending the Renewable Fuels
Standard. The RFS has helped the ethanol industry to make up 10 percent of the current U.S.
motor fuel supply, replacing 465 million barrels of imported oil. This has saved $47.2 billion in
foreign oil imports in 2012 and saved U.S. consumers $1.09 per gallon of fuels costs.
Recently, the North Dakota Corn Board stepped up financially to support the Urban Air Initiative.
Urban Air Initiative is looking into the Aromatic features of common gasoline Octane boosters
and the potential health effects they may have. For most of ethanol’s fight we have claimed
National Security, Economic Recovery and Environmental Benefits as reasons for support.
We now believe, through the Urban Air Initiative, that we can add Public Health as a fourth
argument. There are automotive studies showing a 45 percent reduction in tailpipe particulate
matter emissions when using mid-level E-30 blends. Much more will be learned about health
effects through this initiative.
The North Dakota Corn Growers board has also been very supportive of the mission of the US
Grains Council for the export of corn and corn co-products, barley and sorghum. The US Grains
Council leverages corn check off state dollars with USDA Foreign Market Development (FMD)
and Market Access Program (MAP) dollars. Over 85 percent of the US Grains Council funding
comes from affiliated corn states check off support. US Grains Council works with local feed
milling industries and foreign governments on issues of quality, regulation and taxation to ensure
a better flow of feed grains and co-products.
The North Dakota Corn Growers have recently begun funding the mission of the US Meat
Export Federation. USMEF estimates that each dollar contributed by corn growers generates
an additional investment from government sources of $1.13, additional investment from noncheck off industry groups of $.07, and an additional foreign third-party contribution of $4.01
– essentially turning every North Dakota Corn dollar invested into $6.21. The board has also
funded Dry Distillers Grains feeding trials at the NDSU Carrington Research Extension Center
and Fargo center. The board sponsored Dr. Vern Anderson to give those research trial results to
Canadian feedlot operators in a conference sponsored by The US Grains Council.
The North Dakota Corn Growers will continue our focus on Ethanol, Exports and Livestock to
move the needle on consumption of corn. Thank you for your input.

2013

2013 CORPORATE
SPONSORS
Thanks to our sponsors!

Platinum Level
DuPont Pioneer
Dekalb

Gold Level
Farm & Ranch Guide
Mustang Seeds
Proceed
Wensman Seed
Cargill
Peterson Farm Seeds

Silver Level
AgCountry Farm Credit Services
Conklin AgroVantage /
AgroValley, Inc.
Ellingson Drainage
Titan Machinery
Dyna-Gro Seed
Mycogen Seed
Conservis
American Ag Network
Skytrain Fund Management
Seeds 2000

Bronze Level
Red River Farm Network
BASF The Chemical Company
Agassiz Drain Tile
Eide Bailly LLP
Butler Machinery
Midwest Ag Energy Group
Gateway Building Systems
Stoller USA
NuTech
Columbia Grain, INC

Tom Lilja
Executive Director
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Populations & Variable Rate Seeding for Corn
Dr. Eric Nelson, Territory Agronomist, Monsonto Company
Corn seeding rates have steadily increased over the
past 25 years with genetic improvements in plant stress
tolerance and agronomic practices. The optimum seeding
rate for a field is a balance between getting the most ears
per acre without compromising the number of kernels per
ear and kernel weight, and maintaining stalk health and
integrity. Variable rate planters provide an opportunity to
match optimum seeding rates to the productivity of each
segment of a field.

Although equipment capabilities have improved rapidly,
there has been a lag in research to support profitable
use of the technology. Most research and on-farm experts
working with VRS rely on subjective knowledge and
spatial data to develop VRS zones until enough data can
be gathered to fine tune yield potential predictions and
corn populations to support optimum corn production.
To develop prescription maps for variable rate planting,
agronomists recommend gathering as much information
as possible on soil variability in fields, along with data
measuring the corn yield response to those conditions.

OPTIMUM PLANT POPULATIONS FOR CORN

Adjusting seeding rates to variable soil conditions in a
field can improve overall field productivity. Corn planters,
with the capability of varying seeding rates on-the-go,
are becoming more common. Variable rate seeding
(VRS) has been shown to be most practical in fields with
soil variability, particularly in areas with less than ideal
growing conditions.

Early planting, plant density, and uniform spacing between
plants are essential to obtain optimal corn yield potential.
For Variable Rate Seeding (VRS) to be successful, getting
the population right for each zone is important, but if
seed spacing and placement are not precise, stand
establishment may be compromised, limiting the potential
yield benefit.
Seeding rates should reflect the germination percentage
on the seed tag, which is generally greater than 95
percent but can be as low as 85 percent. Generally,
seeding rates should be at least 5 percent more than
the desired final population to compensate not only for
germination percentage but seasonal climate, soil type,
soil condition and moisture.
Yield gains from higher plant densities are primarily a
result of increased light interception by the corn canopy
during the reproductive stages of development. Early
maturing products usually require higher populations
than later maturing products. In lower yield environments,
where moisture or soil productivity is less than optimum,
corn yield can respond to an increase in population but
will peak earlier and decline depending on resource
limitations. Improvements in corn stress tolerance,
production practices and pest control will require on-farm,
field-specific data to adjust corn plant populations to
optimize corn yield and profitability.

VARIABLE RATE SEEDING
Hydraulic drives on newer planters and after-market drive
systems make it possible to manage smaller sections of a
planter or individual planter units to facilitate on-the-go
prescription planting. Navigation and seed control devices
can contribute to accurate adjustments to seeding rates.
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A variable rate prescription should be based on
management zones in each field. A management zone
can be built using yield maps, soil map units, topography,
landscape, slope, drainage, soil conductivity and aerial
imagery. That information can be used to get a complete
estimate of yield potential in each management zone
in a field. A farmer should not rely solely on soil survey
maps as a basis for VRS zones. To help determine the
potential effect of variable rate seeding, a farmer should
conduct field scale testing of different corn populations.
A good method is to split a planter and plant alternating
strips of two seeding rates, above and below a normal
seeding rate for the area or operation. Harvest data from
the yield monitor can be layered with aerial images, soil
information and topography to estimate yield potential of
each zone. Management zones need to be continually
evaluated and revised, primarily because high-yielding
areas of a field may change with varying rainfall or other
environmental conditions.
The technology and supporting product’s for VRS are
currently in the hands of many farmers, but there’s a need
for expert advice and the software tools to execute VRS
properly.

NDCGA Welcomes New Members
The North Dakota Corn Growers Association would like
to welcome all of our new members. This winter, NDCGA
conducted a member drive to attract new members to our
organization. Membership postcards were sent out across
the state to prospective members. Prospective members
who returned the postcards to our offices with an 85
dollar check and committed to a 3-year membership,
received a complimentary ND Corn Growers jacket. We
are proud to announce that membership is up nearly 10
percent after this effort, and We would like to thank our
new members for their commitment.

The North Dakota Corn Growers association serves as
the activity arm of the North Dakota Corn Council. Corn
Growers have currently identified five priorities and
have developed action teams to work on these priorities
including Grower Services, Public Policy, Stewardship
and Conservation, Research, and Livestock and Ethanol
Marketing
If you are not already a member of the ND Corn Growers
Association, please go to www.ndcorn.org and fill out a
membership form today!

The North Dakota Corn Growers were organized in 1987,
making North Dakota one of the 48 states affiliated with
the National Corn Growers Association.
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Importance of Soil-Sampling - A Crop’s Cheapest Input
John Vaadeland, Dyna-Grow Regional Agronomist
In today’s day and age, with crop production costs,
especially fertilizer, running as high as they are, soil
sampling could be the cheapest input a grower will have.
Depending on the intensity of sampling, costs can range
anywhere from pennies per acre upwards of $20 or more
per acre. If a grower hasn’t had soil samples taken, not
knowing where the levels of nutrients are in a field could
be costing them large amounts of money either from over
application of fertilizer or reduced yields due to under
application. It’s a proven fact that nutrient levels vary
considerably in soils. Even samples taken within close
proximity of one another can vary dramatically. With this
in mind, one might ask, what the point is in sampling since
there is so much variability. My answer is: “It’s a starting
point, without it, you have no idea where you are.” The
easiest way to determine if a field has variability is to
simply look at a picture of it. (Photo #1). If you see color
variation, you more than likely have nutrient variation. It’s
that simple!

Photo #2 – 5 Zone Map from NIR Bare Soil Image

#2) is of a 5-zone map created from the bare soil image
(Photo #1) to the left.
Generally, the greater the number of zones sampled,
the greater the variation in nitrogen and phosphorous
between the highest and lowest testing zone. The soil test
information in Table #1 is actual nutrient values from the
field in Photo #2 on the previous page.
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Photo #1 NIR Bare Soil Image

If no samples have been taken from a grower’s field, a
single composite sample taken from each 20 to 40 acre
area is a good start. The recent trend by many growers
has been more towards grid or zone soil sampling. One
might ask; how many grids or zones would be adequate
for my field? The answer depends on the field itself.
Topography and soil color unevenness, vegetative health
or vigor, yield maps, or salinity/sodicity maps are sources
of information to aid in that decision. Generally fields
with the most soil types, rolling terrain or salinity/sodicity
issues may require 5-8 zones, whereas fields with few soil
types, flat terrain, or no salinity/sodicity issues may only
require 3-5 zones. When it comes to grid sampling, 2 – 2
½ acre areas are generally used. The picture below (Photo

As you can see, even with 5 zones, there was a noticeable
difference in nitrogen carryover, organic matter, C.E.C.,
phosphorous and potassium. It should be noted that this
5-zone map was created only from one bare soil image
and not combined with any other type of map. Many times
companies that provide mapping services will use several
images to generate one soil map for sampling. This will
help take into account crop nutrient removal over several
years and may produce a more accurate map.
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Table #1

As mentioned earlier, vegetative photos or NDVI images,
which show vegetative vigor or health, can also be
used for developing management zones. A healthy crop
provided a sufficient amount of moisture and nutrition and
in the absence of salinity or disease, issues will produce
an attractive healthy canopy. Plants growing in areas of
nutrient deficiency, soil salinity, or disease will not only
have a hard time filling in properly, but many times die
prematurely, reducing yield potential and, ultimately, a
positive cash return.
In photo #3, you can see how the lighter textured higher
areas of this field have died and darker textured lower
areas of the field still remain green. This could be due
to a lack of moisture, but looking at soil test information,

Photo #4 Zone map created from vegetative photo

to be applied per acre based on NDSU corn fertility
requirements. However, if a recommendation is made for
each zone, then only 165 units of nitrogen, 15 units of
P2O5 and 75 units of K2O would be recommended in the
highest testing zones and 193 units of nitrogen, 100 units
of P2O5 and 120 units of K2O would be recommended in
the lowest testing zones.

Photo #3 Color vegetative photo of same field

phosphorous levels are extremely low in these areas and
could also be the cause. Other nutrients tend to be a
little higher, which would make sense since a crop dying
prematurely will not remove as many nutrients as a normal,
healthy crop. The old saying still holds true: “A crop will
only do as well as the most limiting nutrient! “
In addition to creating maps from bare soil images and
vegetative photos, yield monitor information will also
work. If the field in Photo #4 were beans, wheat, corn, or
any other type of crop that is harvested with a combine
with a yield monitor, the yield map would more than likely
match up very closely with the zones represented.

One can easily see how some areas of a field could be
over-fertilized while other areas go under-fertilized. If
nutrient variability is greater as the number of sample
zones increases, then the fertilizer recommendations could
have the potential to be even further apart. It should be
noted, however, that the number of sample areas from any
given field needs to be something that can be reasonably
managed.
From a crop production standpoint, whether it is a 300acre field or a 3-acre test plot, everyone needs to be
aware of soil nutrient variability. The best seed a grower
can buy will not yield well if any other pieces are missing,
especially adequate nutrition. The best way to know if
nutrients are lacking is by soil sampling. The best way
for the crop to grow and achieve its fullest potential is
by assuring the main foundation is in place – that being
proper nutrition.

Based on the average soil test results in Table #1, a 160
bu / ac corn crop would require approximately 185
units of nitrogen, 75 units of P2O5 and 120 units of K2O
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Corn Growers Bolster U.S. Red Meat Sales in Top Export Marker
John Hinners; Special to North Dakota Corn Growers Association
When it comes to enhancing utilization of U.S. corn,
exports of beef and pork are a proven, value-added
mechanism. The U.S. currently exports nearly 13 percent
of its total beef production and more than 27 percent of
pork, with an export value per head of slaughter topping
$55 for pork and $217 for beef. Exports are critical to the
bottom line of U.S. producers, who are among the corn
industry’s most important customers. The top market for
U.S. red meat exports – and a primary focus for the U.S.
Meat Export Federation (USMEF) – is, arguably, Japan.
Japan is not only the leading value market for U.S. pork
exports, but the most sought-after and competitive pork
market in the world. In 2012, U.S. pork exports to Japan
reached nearly $2 billion in value on a volume of just over
1 billion pounds, accounting for nearly one-third of the
worldwide value of U.S. pork exports.
And, despite its unusually restrictive 20-month cattle age
limit (which earlier this year was revised to allow beef
from cattle up to 30 months of age), Japan was one of
2012’s hottest markets for U.S. beef. At its peak (in 2001),
Japan purchased more than 513 thousand metric tons of
U.S. beef valued at more than $1.6 billion – accounting
for 40 percent of the volume and more than 47 percent
of the value of all American beef exports. Those totals
declined in the aftermath of BSE, but have recently
staged an impressive rebound, and are expected to grow
significantly now that access has been expanded to a
broader range of products.
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The USMEF team in Japan has focused on rebuilding
consumer confidence in U.S. beef with considerable
success. Japan’s consumer confidence level in the quality
and safety of U.S. beef has nearly tripled over the past
four years. Not coincidentally, U.S. beef exports to Japan
last year rose 18 percent in value to just over $1 billion.
“We can’t minimize the importance of export markets like
Japan,” said Philip Seng, USMEF president and CEO.
“The U.S. exported 450 million bushels of corn through
our beef and pork products last year, and with 96 percent
of the world’s population living outside of the United
States, consumers in those export markets are critical to
our success as an industry.”
USMEF is utilizing a variety of approaches to enhance
the visibility and appreciation of U.S. red meat in Japan,
where consumers typically enjoy thinly sliced meats for
yakiniku and hot-pot cooking. To raise awareness of
thicker cuts, USMEF-Japan hired popular cooking instructor
Rika Yukimasa to develop U.S. pork recipes – including
some for the microwave – that were introduced during a
two-month promotion that ran through the end of 2012.
Yukimasa demonstrated “easy cooking roast pork” recipes
for a group of 160 food bloggers and homemakers to help
develop word-of-mouth awareness. To support consumer
awareness at the retail level, USMEF trained demonstrators
to cook thicker cuts of U.S. pork in the oven and in the
microwave and to explain how to interested shoppers.
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NDCGA Board of Directors
District
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District
District

1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Carson Klosterman: Wyndmere
Andrew Braaten: Barney
Randy Melvin: Alice
James Aarsvold: Blanchard(Secretary/Treasurer)
Jay Nissen: Larimore
Kim Swenson: Lakota (Vice President)
Darin Anderson: Valley City (President)
Jeremy Rittenbach: Jamestown
Jerome Freeberg: Lisbon
Joe Breker: Havana
Chris Erlandson: Oakes
Tracey Domine: LaMoure
Anthony Mock: Kintyre
Darwyn Mayer: Mott

Director-at-large
Director-at-large
Director-at-large
Director-at-large

–
–
–
–

Mike Clemens: Wimbledon
Jeff Enger: Marion
Wallie Hardie: Fairmount
Larry Hoffmann: Wheatland

NDCGA Industry Directors
Tom Haahr – Farmers Union Oil Co., Devils Lake, ND
Eric Berge – Gavilon Grain, New Rockford, ND
Howard Huebner – Rabo AgriFinance, Fargo, ND

ND Corn Utilization Council

In addition, USMEF worked actively with Japan’s retail
and food service sectors in anticipation of the Feb. 1
expansion of access for U.S. beef. This change is expected
to be particularly meaningful for variety meat sales, where
products such as tongue, intestines and hanging tenders
are valued and sold for appreciably higher margins than
they are in the U.S.
“Export markets like Japan are key to the profitability
of our red meat industry,” said Seng. “And the premium
prices they pay support the demand for the corn that gives
U.S. grain-fed beef and pork their distinctive flavor and
quality.”

District 1 – Arnie Anderson: Hankinson
District 2 – Kevin Skunes: Arthur (Chairman)
District 3 – Paul Belzer: Cando
District 4 – Dave Swanson: New Rockford
District 5 – Dan Qual: Lisbon (Secretary/ Treasurer)
District 6 – Bart Schott: Kulm
District 7 – Paul R. Anderson: Coleharbor (Vice Chairman)
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Water Management for Soil Health

Abbey Wick, NDSU Assistant Professor of Soil Health-Extension
I’ve heard a lot of different discussions across the state over the
past couple of months, and a common theme has been water
management. In the valley, producers are wondering how they
will manage all the snowmelt and if it will soak into the soil. In the
central and western parts of the state, they are wondering about
subsoil moisture re-charge and if they will have enough water to
support crop yields. As a soil health specialist, I wonder how
water management strategies that will be used in different parts of
the state this year will affect the salinization of our soils. One thing
we do know this: salinity is a symptom of water management
issues.
To expand on this idea, we need to understand two things: (1)
how salts dissolve in water and (2) how water moves in soil.
We can combine the two concepts to understand how water
management makes a difference when it comes to salinity.
HOW SALTS DISSOLVE IN WATER:
In the Dec 2012/Jan 2013 edition of Corn Talk, I brought up
the term “soluble salts.” To re-cap, common soluble salts in soils
are made up of a calcium, magnesium or sodium ion that are
attached to a carbonate, sulfate or chloride ion. So, compounds
like lime (CaCO3) and gypsum (CaSO4) are considered soluble
salts. These soluble salts become a problem in soils based on
how easily they dissolve in water and how the water containing
the salts is managed. Carbonate-based salts, like lime and soda,
are the least soluble. The sulfate-based salts (ex. gypsum or
epsom) are mid-range, and the chloride salts (ex. table salt) are
the most soluble. Soluble salts that are more soluble than gypsum
contribute to salinity because they can move freely thoughout the
soil with water (see Box 1).
Box 1

2 grams (or the

weight of a penny) of carbonate(CaCO3), sulfate- (CaSO4) and
chlroide-based (CaCl2) salts

pores by forces attracting the
water to soil particles and to
other water molecules. When
the gravitational water drains
from the soil and water held
between soil particles remains,
that is called field capacity. At
field capacity, there is both
available water and air filling the
pore space, which supports root
development and soil biological
activity. The soil “wants” to be at field capacity, so as water is
removed, either by evaporation or crop water use, it is replaced
by both capillary rise and through precipitation events. Capillary
rise occurs when water moves up through the soil from either the
groundwater table, stagnant ditch water and/or seep discharge
areas in some instances. Precipitation events flush the soil from the
surface down, and when the soil just above the water zone starts
drying again, capillary rise brings water back up towards the
surface.
Both drainage and capillary rise are influenced by soil properties
(texture, bulk density, total surface area and aggregation),
position on the landscape as well as vegetative properties (crop
water use, root characteristics and cover/shading). Texture
(percent sand, silt, clay) is an inherent soil property that cannot
be changed. Water will drain freely in coarser textured soils
(higher sand content) and will be held tighter in finer textured
(higher clay content) soils. On the flip side, capillary rise is not as
high in coarse-textured soils versus finer-textured soils because of
the differences in pore sizes (see Box 4). You can alter the water
movement in soils of various textures by building soil aggregation
thus reducing soilbulk density. When you build soil aggregation,
you can create larger and more variable pores in a fine-textured
soil, which alters drainage and capillary action (see Box 2).

are placed in the same volume
of water (500 mL). You can
see that even after shaking the
bottle, lime does not dissolve.
The gypsum partially dissolves
and the chloride-based salt fully
dissolves.

HOW WATER MOVES IN SOIL:
To simplify water movement, water moves up and down through
the soil via drainage and capillary rise, achieving what is called
field capacity. Some water will drain through the large pores in
soils (gravitational water), while some water is held in smaller
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Box 2 The different straw sizes represent a soil with large pores
(coarse textured; A), small pores (fine textured; B) and mixed pore
sizes (aggregated; C). Think about how water flows through these
straws (or soil pores) and also about how water would rise in each
size straw type if you were to cap the end with your finger while
placing the other end in water. In the larger straws, the water will
not rise as high in the straw versus the smaller straws. Mixed straw
sizes will have mixed levels of water rise. This is the same concept for
capillary rise in soils of varying texture (A and B) and aggregation
levels (C).

Landscape position and zones at depth where water cannot
penetrate (impermeable layers) will influence water movement –
this is the case for seeps. For example, water that enters the top of
a hill may move through the soil, hit a layer it can’t penetrate and
move laterally until it discharges into a low area at the base of a
slope or even at a lower point on the side of a hillslope. Once the
water enters this discharge point, either capillary rise can bring
the water to the surface, or the water just exits on the hillslope.
Vegetative properties can influence drainage and capillary rise as
well. Crop water use, rooting depth, root structure and the amount
of time the crop is on the field utilizing water are all concepts
that should be considered and also provide powerful tools for
water management (see Box 3). Additionally, cover and shading
provided by vegetation can limit capillary rise to the surface due
to reduced evaporation (one of the processes that “pulls” water
towards the surface).

Box 3: A couple of things to keep in mind to improve drainage and
water retention:
(1) Good aggregation promotes a diverse pore-size distribution which
helps with water movement via drainage and also helps retain some
of the water for crop use (reduce your level of disturbance by using
reduced or no-till to build aggregates).
(2) Roots provide channels for water movement into soils, while at the
same time use water from multiple depths (diversify your rotations to
provide root channels in the soil for water movement. You’ll also get the
added benefit of building better aggregation).
(3) Soils in North Dakota are formed under grasslands - so think about
the water use of the historically diverse grass communities and try to
mimic that “balance” in water use and water availability with diverse
cropping systems (diverse rotations, including some cover crops,
can use water for a longer period of time, while at the same time
providing cover to reduce evaporation. Check out the Diversity and
Intensity Rating worksheet for crop rotations which can be downloaded
from:http://www.ag.ndsu.edu/archive/dickinso/agronomy/jons%20
worksheet.htm).

Now that we have an understanding of (1) how salts dissolve in
water and (2) how water moves through the soil profile and across
landscapes, we’ve effectively made the connection that salts move
with water. So if we control the water, we can control the salts.

will allow for the salts dissolved in soil water to leach out of the
rooting zone. Do NOT try to improve drainage by tilling or deepripping a saline area – this is not a good idea.
(2) Multiple leaching events: Salts dissolved in the gravitational
water will be removed from the soil. Removing salts will likely
require multiple “flushing events” from precipitation events and
snowmelt to push salts below the rooting zone. We all know you
can’t make it rain, so use the rain that you get to flush the soil
effectively through large pores. Be patient and stick with it. The
flushing of salts will not occur over-night and it will likely take
years of water management to fix a salt issue. At the same time
you are flushing the salts, you need to reduce evaporation to
maximize your management approach
(3) Reduce evaporation: Maximize the flushing of salts during
precipitation events by limiting evaporation from the surface.
Remember, evaporation is part of what drives capillary rise,
which brings salts into the rooting zone. Reducing evaporation is
absolutely critical to fixing a salt issue regardless of whether you
are in the eastern or western part of ND. Use cover either in the
form of mulch/residue or the shading of the soil surface provided
by crops to limit evaporation. Remember that even if you can’t
see the salts on the surface, they may still be in the rooting zone.
Do NOT till or deep rip a saline area because you will end up
increasing evaporation. You may think you are opening up the
soil for leaching during the next rain event. The bottom line is
this: You can’t count on a precipitation event, but you can count
on evaporation. With tilling and ripping, you also mix the salts
deeper in the soil with the surface soil.
(4) Use the water: By growing deep-rooted crops, you can lower
the water table and keep the level of capillary rise below the
rooting zone of salt-sensitive crops, such as corn and soybean.
You can also intercept the water using deep-rooted crops in the
case of ditch-effect salinity and seep development. This means you
may need to use sunflower, which is fairly salt tolerant, in rotation
to lower the water table or alfalfa along a ditch to intercept the
water moving into the field so that you can grow other less salttolerant crops the following year (like corn and soybean). You can
also use cover crops to manage the depth of the water table, and
as a side benefit, you will also build soil health. (See Box 4 on
next page.)

A few major points to pull it all together and develop a
management strategy:
(1) Develop large pore space: Manage for good drainage using
aggregation and root channels that create large pore spaces in
a soil. Start doing this before salts become an issue. It is much
more difficult to build aggregation and get deep roots established
after salts get into the rooting zone. By improving drainage, you
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Box 4: In a fine-textured soil (ex. silt loam), water can move an average of
five feet above the groundwater level. In a coarse-textured soil, water may
only move up to two feet above the water table via capillary rise (Franzen,
2012). The level of capillary rise, especially when the water contains soluble
salts, can make a big difference for salinity effects on crops. When the water
table is at seven feet below the surface, the saline water can come in contact
with the roots of all the crops shown in a fine-textured soil (silt loam). Once
the roots come in contact with the saline water, they will either stop growing
and/or grow laterally. If the water table is deeper in the soil profile because
you were able to draw it down using deep-rooted crops, the saline water will
not come in contact with the roots of other less tolerant crops like corn and
soybean.
Franzen, D. 2007. Managing Saline Soils in North Dakota. NDSU Extension
Publication, SF-1087.

When you see reduced productivity in a field, test your soil. Salinity is a common problem, so you might as well test for it using an
electrical conductivity (EC) test. If your test results indicate salts in the 0-6” depth (maybe in the range of 0.5 – 0.75 mmhos/cm) and
a higher level of salts in the 6-12” (for example 1.0-1.75 mmhos/cm), you need to start considering a better water-management plan.
If your EC levels exceed 2 mmhos/cm, you really need to get onboard with a plan to manage water because both corn and soybean
yields will be reduced at this EC level and you start limiting your options for crops.

Run with it..
Check if you have a flex fuel vehicle,

they are made for higher ethanol blends.
Check the

cap.

Check the

fuel door.

NORTH DAKOTANS FOR ENERGY INDEPENDENCE
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Check the

badge.

Check the

manual.

RunFlexFuel.com

Soil Health Resources: Putting your Check-off Investment to Use

Cammie Wright, In-House Advertising; Abbey Wick, NDSU Assistant Professor of Soil Health-Extension
The North Dakota State University Soil Health and Land
Management team recently secured funding through the North
Dakota Corn Council to produce informational videos for
agricultural producers in the state.
Production for the first video began in early 2013 with a break
in filming as soil scientists prepare additional soil cores for
demonstration.
The first video will show how subsoil water limitations and saline
layers affect root growth in a variety of crops, including corn,
soybean, wheat, sunflower and sugar beet. The video features
Dr. Abbey Wick and Grant Mehring from NDSU Soil Health and
Plant Sciences in the new Agricultural Experiment Station Research
Greenhouse Complex (also funded by the ND Corn Council).

The videos and website are part of a larger mission for the
NDSU Soil Health and Land Management initiative: to deliver
valuable, science-based information to a diverse audience
(producers, consultants, state employees) in multiple formats
(video, fact sheets, circulars). As the NDSU Soil Health and
Land Management online video library grows, it will become a
dependable and credible source of information for producers
to learn more about soil health and land management in their
region.

Filming Videos

In the coming months, production will begin on several other
videos, with topics including, but not limited to: cropping systems
and soil health, salinity management, building soil organic matter
and soil biology. Video updates on research projects funded by
the North Dakota Corn Council will also be produced throughout
the year and available on the Corn Council webpage.
Additional support was received from other resources (for
example, a Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education
(SARE) grant), which has allowed the NDSU Soil Health and Land
Management team to design and build a new website, where
the videos will be categorized and available for ag producers
anywhere, anytime. The new site will be mobile friendly, meaning
it will automatically re-size for easy viewing on tablets or
smartphones.

Soil Health & Land Management Website
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North Dakota Corn Growers’ Strategic Plan
Neil C. Doty, Ph.D.; N.C. Doty & Associates, LLC
The North Dakota Corn Utilization Council and the North Dakota
Corn Growers Association jointly engage in strategic planning
every five years. The Council and Association finalized its joint
strategic plan in December of 2012 and are now engaged in
executing the plan. The planning process was facilitated by N.C.
Doty & Associates, LLC, Fargo, ND.
The strategic planning process derived valuable input from North
Dakota Corn Growers by the use of personal interviews and
direct mail surveys. The survey process was highly successful in
obtaining the views of Association members. Direct mail surveys
were sent to 1,230 members of the North Dakota Corn Growers
Association, and 426 members promptly returned their surveys for
a remarkable 35 percent survey return rate. The responses to the
survey were analyzed in conjunction with vital input from Council
Leaders and Association Directors.
The strategic plan took into account that North Dakota’s 2012
corn production exceeded all expectations. Corn acreage in
North Dakota increased to 3.46 million acres in 2012 and yielded
422.1 million bushels of corn. (Figure 1) The 2012 corn harvest
output was more than double that posted in 2011. The record
2012 corn production in North Dakota provided encouragement
to build on the importance of continuing to increase corn yields
and to increase corn demand in North Dakota, the U.S. and
worldwide.

North Dakota corn production supports U.S. exports, livestock
production, and the ethanol fuels industry. The National Corn
Growers Association reported that the U.S. corn crop is currently
being used for feed, fuel ethanol, high fructose corn syrup, and for
exports. (Figure 2) In 2012, North Dakota corn growers supplied
145 million bushels of corn for their North Dakota-based ethanol
producers that converted corn into 400 million gallons of ethanol
and 2.4 billion pounds of distiller grains. Ethanol producers in
North Dakota converted 34% of North Dakota’s 2012 corn crop
into fuel ethanol and distiller grains for feed.
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The North Dakota Corn Growers’ Strategic Plan currently provides
focus on the following:
•

Increase the Voice of North Dakota Corn Growers
through Public Policy Activities

•

Provide North Dakota Corn Facts and Policy to
Lawmakers and Regulatory Personnel

•

Support the National Corn Growers Association Policies

•

Support North Dakota and U.S. Ethanol Promotion
Organizations Policies

•

Support North Dakota and U.S. Livestock and Meat
Organizations Policies

•

Support the Affiliated Organizations to Promote Corn
Production and Utilization

•

Educate the Youth of North Dakota on the Importance of
Corn Production and Uses

•

Educate the General Public on the Importance of Corn
Production and Uses

•

Support Corn-related Water, Stewardship and
Conservation Resources Policies

•

Increase North Dakota Corn Growers Association
Membership

Increase the Use of North Dakota Grown Corn through Research,
Promotion and Education

Increase Corn Yield & Acreage in North Dakota through
Research, Promotion and Education

•

Increase Ethanol Use in North Dakota, the U.S. and the
World

•

Support North Dakota Corn Production Research
Resources

•

Increase Distiller Grains Use for Feed in North Dakota
and the World

•

Engage Research and Education on Soil Health

•

Engage Research and Education on Water Management

•

Increase Industrial Corn Use in North Dakota and the
World

•

Engage Research and Education on Corn Plant Fertility

•

Increase Export Markets for North Dakota Corn

•

Engage Research and Education on Sources and Uses of
Corn Nutrients

•

Support North Dakota Livestock Production

•

•

Support U.S. Meat Export Activities

Engage Research and Education on Land Stewardship
and Conservation

The North Dakota Corn Utilization Council and the North Dakota Corn Growers Association are implementing their strategic plan by
increasing support of North Dakota’s ethanol industry, U.S. ethanol industry participants, North Dakota’s livestock industry, the U.S. Meat
Export Federation, the National Corn Growers Association, and North Dakota-based corn production and corn utilization researchers.
Of equal importance is the planned refocusing of North Dakota Corn Growers efforts on advocating federal and state policies that
improve and enhance North Dakota corn production and utilization. North Dakota Corn Growers strategic plan is in place and working
hard for its Growers.

2012 Annual CornVention Photos
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The ND Corn Growers Association does not endorse the use of products promoted in the newsletter.

GROWING A HEALTHY, PROFITABLE

BUSINESS CLIMATE FOR

NORTHERN CORN
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